Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<Resume mission>>>>>>>>>>>

Host EO_Young says:
@::on the Snickersne, fully decked out in his environmental suit, going over the engineering console::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: on the Durundal.. piloting and checking sensors.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
::on bridge in command chair::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::enters TR 1 carring an EVA suit::

Host CO_Wendy says:
TR Chief: Beam me to the Durundal

FC_Triton says:
@::On the Snickersne failing to understand why Jexta force me to wear and environmental suit when I have no plans of leaving the shuttle::

CMOLinard says:
@::On Durundal.....copiloting shuttle ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
<TR Chief>:CO: Aye

CTO_Derek says:
@::Piloting shuttle with ease following Jexta's wake::

CNS_Tyler says:
::sitting at OPS console... looking over the readouts::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::materializes aboard the Durundal::

EO_Young says:
@::is somewhat happy to be posted on the shuttle with the chief helmsman of the ship::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: see Captain Wendyway arrive.. :: CO: Captain .. I was expecting you..

CMOLinard says:
@::nods to CO:: CO: Welcome aboard sir

EO_Young says:
@ ::although he is still curious as to just exactly how he managed to pull this assignment off when his Chief is sitting back on the Hayden::

MO_Asimov says:
:: Checking the viewscreen of the CMO's office.... ::

CEO_Danos says:
::gets into a TL and sets it to take him to Engineering, but realizing the shortage of people with the three shuttle crews missing from the ship,m reroutes to the Bridge::

FC_Triton says:
@*durundal/Ron*: Follow my flight path while we are in there.  *Jexta*: ready when you are.

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::nods to Jexta and Linard:: Thanks

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Jexta: You are still in charge of this mission, but I have a score to settle with storm. I thought I'd come along for the ride

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>*Triton*: I'm just behind you..the Captain has just arrived.. let's get going..

CNS_Tyler says:
::monitors the shuttle's progress::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:::turn back:: CO: Thank you sir.. but like I said..the presence of the storm is not 100% certain.. but if you my opinion on this.. I have a feeling that they are there..

FC_Triton says:
@::Engages Impulse engines and heads for main asteroid coordinates::*Durundal/Ron* ahead 1/2 impulse

CEO_Danos says:
::steps from the TL onto the Hayden's bridge and moves to the aft engineering console::

EO_Young says:
@ ::nervously sitting at his post::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Complies::

CSO_Gol says:
::turns and notices Ens. Danos enter bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: follow Triton closely.. but not too close.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
::hears the lift doors close and turns to see Ens. Danos::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Jexta: I have a hunch they are ... I know one culture calls it an "AGM" knowing

CEO_Danos says:
::nods to the CSO and counselor as he takes his station::

FC_Triton says:
@*Jexta* ETA 3 minutes is that good enough?

EO_Young says:
@ ::grabs a phaser and tricorder and attaches them to his EVA... just in case::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:CO: The Actders (pronounce "Act" -"ders").. I've heard a little about them.. nice people...

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: So, counselor how have you been adapting to your new post?

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: performing scans while following Triton... :: *Triton*: Good enough for me.. I'm trying to find a location where we could land the shuttles.. this would be more prudent I believe..

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Scans reveal a barren surface. The entire asteroid is riddled with tunnels radiating out from a central cavern. There is a hanger large enough to contain a Defiant class Starship and several smaller attack vessels.

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO: I'm adapting nicely.  There are more crew than I expected though

CMOLinard says:
@::double checks medkit and readies phaser rifle::

FC_Triton says:
@*Jexta* Sorry Lalore I disagree maintaining the shuttles airborne gives you more cover and faster evac time...

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Have you had a chance to meet them all yet?

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>*Triton*: As you wish.. but we're gonna need them back in one piece when we get out.. .. make sure you keep them in one piece and hide them properly..

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  No, not everyone.. I think I've met most of them though.  And I've reviewed almost all of their files

EO_Young says:
@ ::restlessly toys with the panel, desperately wanting to get back on the ship... ::

FC_Triton says:
@*Jexta* I'll be inside the shuttles 1 piece is how i intend to keep them

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::: perform a more detailed scan of the surface..trying to find a safe area to beam down.. make sure there is no Weaponry platform in the area.. ::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: What made you decide to be a counselor?

MO_Asimov says:
:; Think he will be more useful on the bridge.. decide to leave sickbay for a while.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: EO Young panel begins to beep in response to his fiddling

EO_Young says:
@ ::clenches teeth::  I'm an engineer...  not a security goon.  ::feels a bit nautious::

MO_Asimov says:
:: arrive on the bridge.. . walk in.. ::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Starfleet actually. ::smiles::  I studied psychology as a secondary study to medicine in the academy.   When I asked for a transfer, I was assigned here as counselor.

CEO_Danos says:
::discreetly approaches the railing console between the Captain's and XO's chairs and taps in a few commands::

CSO_Gol says:
::notices Asimov enter bridge::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Aloud: We are less than 1 minute away.. I recommend we all put our helmets on..

CTO_Derek says:
@::Wish he could just get the mission over with::

FC_Triton says:
@young: Mr. Young will you please check your panel

Host AGM_John says:
Action: Asteroid looms ahead

EO_Young says:
@ ::drives the nautia back down and checks out his panel... making sure that nothing is wrong::

CNS_Tyler says:
::glances over the Ops console and re-checks the scans::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Ens. Danos your being awfully quiet, what are you up to?

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::puts on suit ... checks phaser::

CMOLinard says:
@::leans over in her chair and fastens her helmet snugly on::

CEO_Danos says:
::turns to the medical officer who just walked onto the bridge and nods in greeting::

MO_Asimov says:
:: install himself behind the CSO.. checking the screen and monitoring away team communication.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Looks asteroid::Self:Should be interesting::Straps in and tells passengers to do so too::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Biding my time.  There is not much we can do except hope for the shuttle crews at this point.

FC_Triton says:
@::scans for nearby asteroids to hide shuttle signatures::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Very good.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Approach the Asteroid carefully.. following Triton's path.. ::*Ron/Snickersne*: Prepare for beam down..

FC_Triton says:
@*Jexta*: My scans are showing no life signs on the asteroid

CNS_Tyler says:
::watches the shuttles progress on screen::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: And yourself sir, how do you deal with these moments?

EO_Young says:
@ FCO:  Shuttle is still operating normally.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Put helmet on.. turn back.. as he hear Triton:: *Triton*: I don't believe that to be true.. but we should be prudent.. .. I'm scanning for explosive before beam down..

CTO_Derek says:
@::Follows very carefully::

EO_Young says:
@ ::mumbles::  my first away mission had to be a combat mission..

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Just sit back and relax, you get to enjoy these moments when your 203 years old.

CTO_Derek says:
@::Sec team::Prepare to beam down

FC_Triton says:
@Young: Ensign we are almost ready for your beam down.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: And I wouldn't have put you at a day over 180.  ::grins and goes back to his console::

CMOLinard says:
@::positions self in back of shuttle for beam down...begins to get a little nervous::

CSO_Gol says:
::grinning::

EO_Young says:
@ ::perks up::  MY beam down?

CTO_Derek says:
@EO:You're going too

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:*Snickersne/Ron*: Triton.. I will leave Ensign Jackson and Ensign Titulus in charge of piloting the shuttle while we are down.. coordinate with them..

EO_Young says:
@ FCO:  I'm an engineer....  you've got all these nice burly security officers to do that.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: turn back and look at Ensign Jackson.. leaving him the helm of the shuttle.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::hopes they will catch Storm by surprise::

FC_Triton says:
@::Grins::EO: Yes ensign you're expertise is required on the surface...what is your first name anyway?

CSO_Gol says:
::checks scans of the area::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:; take his phasers.. make sure it's charge and set on maximum stun.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::watches Jexta achieve a stable orbit::

EO_Young says:
@FCO:  ::heart sinks::  James.  Although that's not going to mean much when I return with a phaser-blasted cavity in my chest.

CNS_Tyler says:
::stares at the screen... wondering how things are progressing on the shuttles::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::: check for the safest area to beam down.. near an hatch.. seem to good to be true.. .. look for another area which seem more hidden.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ ::secures the phaser and tricorder to the EVA suit he's wearing and grabs his engineering tool kit::

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: Shouldn't we have heard something from them by now ?

MO_Asimov says:
::starting to get worry.. ::

CEO_Danos says:
::idly runs diagnostics on systems he knows are in perfect working order, resisting the urge to twiddle his thumbs::

FC_Triton says:
@*Jackson/Titilus*: establish a low orbit around main asteroid and be ready to beam out AT in a hurry...

EO_Young says:
@::stands ready to beam down::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Calls up Officer Johnson::Johnson:I need  you to fly I'll be going down in your place.

CNS_Tyler says:
::senses Dr. Asimov's concern:: MO: We're monitoring their transmissions.  I'm sure we would know if something were wrong.

CEO_Danos says:
::overhears the MO's question::  CNS/MO: They may not wish to give away their position with unnecessary communication.

CSO_Gol says:
MO: Probably.  *CO*  Captain, how is everything going?

CTO_Derek says:
@::Stands on the transporter waiting to be beamed::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: find what seem to be a better area.. further away.. but it should be more "safe":: *Snickersne/Ron*,Aloud: Alright Team Beta.. (Derek & 6 sec officers) you are the first to go down.. .. are you all ready ?

FC_Triton says:
@::turns to look at Ensign:: EO: James you are a Starfleet officer that means two things you accept your missions without a sour demeanor and you come back alive...do you understand that?

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: How long is this mission suppose to last ?

CNS_Tyler says:
CEO:  That's a good possibility.

CTO_Derek says:
*Jexta*:Yes sir

Host CO_Wendy says:
@*CSO* We've arrived ... now we're deciding on the best place to beam to

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:*Snickersne/Ron*,Aloud: Energize..

CEO_Danos says:
CNS: One can only hope.

CNS_Tyler says:
::nods::

CSO_Gol says:
MO: I don't know but it seems like well have plenty of time for something I've been thinking up.

EO_Young says:
@ ::looks at Triton::  Aye sir.

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: What's that ?

CTO_Derek says:
@::Beams down with sec::

FC_Triton says:
@*Jexta*: Curtain call lets give the crowd a show.

MO_Asimov  (Transporter.wav)

CSO_Gol says:
Bridge: Let's get some use out of this free time, I've been working on a training simulation to get us ready in case of an intruder.  Anyone having anything pressing to do that would not allow you to attend.

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: Should we keep track of the away team status ? Now is not the best of times for a simulation..

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>*Triton*: Let the show begin.. ..

CTO_Derek says:
@*Beta*:Secure the perimeter and watch out for explosives and sensors

EO_Young says:
@ ::sighs and beams down with the rest of the team::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  If it will keep me from crew files... I have no problem with it.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>*Derek*: Report .. ?

CSO_Gol says:
MO: Now that they have arrived yes but on their way back we should have time.

CTO_Derek says:
@*Jexta*:Area secure.No one is dead I say we go on with our mission

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: I have no problem with it, but the concerns raised about monitoring the AT are valid.

EO_Young says:
@ ::stands.... looks around...  nice view::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:*Derek*: Good.. *All shuttles*: Team Alpha and Gamma.. beam down..

EO_Young says:
@::spots Team Beta and moves over to them::

MO_Asimov (Transporter.wav)

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Jexta: Have we been detected ... scanned?

CTO_Derek says:
@*EO*:Careful

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: scan the area.. ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::beams down::

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: They might need us when they got back.. it's not the best of time for a simulation.. but you're in charge.. I'm just a doctor..

CNS_Tyler says:
::returns her attention to the OPS console and resumes monitoring the ATs::

EO_Young says:
@ :: sees the captain joining the away team  --ooo...  this is a great time to make a great first impression-- ::

CTO_Derek says:
@*Jexta*:We should go in case we have been spotted

EO_Young says:
@ ::stands alert, in the midst of a number of security goons ::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans tunnels for best entry point::

FC_Triton says:
@::feeds Jackson and Titilus their coordinates and orders:: *Jackson*: monitor all AT vital signs and any other life signs. *Titilus*: scan for any signs of energy fluctuations or other signs of activity

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Derek: agreed.. :: walk near him now..:: Aloud; There is a tunnel 25 meters from here.. let's go.. be careful.. Team Beta.. you go ahead.. Team alpha and Gamma follow me..

CTO_Derek says:
@::Walks alongside Jexta blaster rifle raised::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::begins moving... looks around at the personnel ... sees the new engineering officer standing so stiffly it looks like he has a pickle ... nevermind::

CMOLinard says:
@::looks around and follows Jexta ..checking tricorder readings::

EO_Young says:
@ ::stays with the Alpha team::

CEO_Danos says:
::returns to the console and continues the unnecessary diagnostic routines he was running::

CSO_Gol says:
::grins::

MO_Asimov says:
@:: let Derek take the lead... watch closely.... ::

MO_Asimov says:
<Jexta>

EO_Young says:
@ ::makes sure he is right in the center of the Alpha Team ::

FC_Triton says:
@::Moves Snickersne to an orbit around a nearby asteroid begins scanning comm channels and for incoming ships::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Every way he turns his head he also turns the rifle::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: a group of mines begins to drift toward the Hayden....

MO_Asimov says:
@:: Approach the entrance.. with the others.. ::Derek: This is too good to be true.. is the hatch locked ?

CTO_Derek says:
@*All*:Stop::Heads to door::

Host CO_Wendy says:
::hefts her phaser cannon onto her shoulder::

CSO_Gol ::command console begins alert sequence:: (Alert.wav)

CNS_Tyler says:
::looks over the updated scans:: CSO: scans show a group of mines drifting toward us.

CTO_Derek says:
@::Checks the door::Jexta:I don't think so but it could be rigged to blow

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: What's going on ??

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: Takes us back a bit let's see if this is just a coincidense

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Derek: I agree.. Ensign Young.. can you check the door.. ?

CTO_Derek says:
@::Stands guard::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::stands ready ... waiting for Jexta to try "open sesame"::

CNS_Tyler says:
::is relieved the CSO didn't ask her to attempt to pilot the ship::

EO_Young says:
@ ::tilts head to one side and strides forward purposefully, towards the door::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Aye sir.  ::moves quickly to the helm and taps in commands to engage thrusters at reverse::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: mines continue slow drift changing direction slightly

CSO_Gol says:
::notices sigh of relief from Cns. Tyler and makes mental note to let her fly the ship next::

EO_Young says:
@ ::opens tool kit and pulls out a seprion scanning device::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: tell the others to take cover.. just in case.. ::

EO_Young says:
@ ::scans the underside of the door.  pulls out a hyper spanner and uses it on the door::

EO_Young says:
@ ::gulps back come yucchies and turns to jexta::  Nope..  no trap...

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::impressed with the way the new engineer took charge::

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: Scans are showing the mines velocity increasing, can you confirm?

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Young: Good.. :: approach the door.. and slowly open it.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Try opening the door::

MO_Asimov says:
:: don't like the sound of this at all.. :: CSO: I  have a feeling that this is not normal..

EO_Young says:
@ ::backs away from the door... just in case he's wrong::

CNS_Tyler says:
::rechecks the scans::

CSO_Gol says:
MO: I agree, have you got any ideas how we can deal with the mines without compromising the away team?

CMOLinard says:
@::suddenly gets a bad feeling and takes a step back::

CEO_Danos says:
::stands by at the helm to increase velocity or change course at the CSO's order::

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: After opening the door.. begin to walk in.. :: Aloud: Team Gamma.. secure the entrance... Team Beta.. go ahead.. Team Alpha.. follow my lead..:: walk in and scan for the nearest console.. .. while keeping an eye on Linard.. ::

Host AGM_John says:
Action: numerous side tunnels branch off from the main tunnels. They lead to storage arias containing a vast variety of weapons and supplies and Quarters which show signs of recent habitation although they are currently empty.

EO_Young says:
@ ::follows the burly security goons::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::continues to monitor tricorder::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Steps in allowing others to enter::

CNS_Tyler says:
CSO:  Scans show the mines are still drifting.  They do not appear to be changing velocity.

MO_Asimov says:
CSO: Hey.. I'm a doctor.. not a scientist..

Host CO_Wendy says:
notices that numerous side tunnels branch off from the main tunnels. They lead to storage arias containing a vast variety of weapons and supplies and Quarters which show signs of recent habitation although they are currently empty.

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: maintain distance from mines, but don't go out of communication range of the away team.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Understood sir.  ::sets thrusters to tie into proximity sensors and maintain a constant distance from the mines::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Also getting a bad  feeling::Jexta:Think there would have been guards::Checks rifle::

EO_Young says:
@ away team:  shouldn't there be anyone here?

CMOLinard says:
@::senses Jexta watching her and tries to ignore it...searching for a console panel::

CSO_Gol says:
MO: You sound like a doctor I once knew.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:: Follow Team Beta from a certain distance.. about 5 meters.. .. make sure he's ahead of every other member of team alpha.. :: Aloud: I'm starting to wonder if they didn't evacuate this area when they heard about us arriving.. keep moving..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@All: Is anyone reading any lifesigns?

Host AGM_John says:
Action: mines continue to move towards the Hayden

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::checks her tricorder again::

MO_Asimov says:
Gol: I suppose you're gonna say that once you've seen a doctor .. you've seen them all... ?

CTO_Derek says:
@Co:No but there should be.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>::: starting to worry.. .. scan for possible explosive or power signature in this area.. ::

MO_Asimov says:
<explosive>

CSO_Gol says:
Asimov: No, once you've heard one you've heard 'em all. ::grins::

CTO_Derek says:
@Jexta:Then there should be a welcome party for us

CMOLinard says:
@CO: Not around here I'm not....

EO_Young says:
@ No life signs?   Something isn't right here.  ::looks around nervously::

MO_Asimov says:
:: laughs at Gol remarks.. ::Gol: I guess so..

CSO_Gol says:
Cns: How many mines are you picking up?

CMOLinard says:
@ALL: I can't help but feel this is a trap

FC_Triton says:
@*Hayden*: Mission proceeding, no encounter with pirates rather dull out here

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>Linard: Me too.. ..

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::checks tricorder for "shielded" areas ... "blank spots" in the scan::

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Should we update the away teams on the positions of the mines?  They won't be able to navigate out if they don't know where the mines are.

Host AGM_John says:
Action: the attack party enters into the central core. A large Dilithium reactor is off in the far corner emitting a slightly erratic hum. A large data bank and communication console is near the center of the cavern suspended by an elaborate catwalk and gangway system connecting it to the myriad of tunnel entrances

Host CO_Wendy says:
@Jexta: If we can find the control centre here, perhaps we can disable the mines...

EO_Young says:
@ ::gets an urge to beam back up::  Jexta:  I don't feel very good about this...

CTO_Derek says:
@::Walks over to the weapons box and checks to see if they are a decoy::

CSO_Gol says:
*FCO* Glad to hear it, we've discovered that the mines are moving.  They're currently following us.  We'll leave destroying them as a last resort.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Wendy: Agreed.. Team alpha.. come with me.. Beta.. keep the area secure.. take a look around..

CNS_Tyler says:
::continues monitoring scans... frowns noticing the mines still drifting toward the ship::CSO: There appear to be 50 mines in the cluster, and they are still drifting toward us

EO_Young says:
@ :: follows obediently behind Jexta::

Host CO_Wendy says:
@::checks for power source ... control panels .. anything ...::

FC_Triton says:
@*CSO*: Sir I request that Hayden emit another Tachyon burst so that I can scan the new Mine coordinates.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:::: approach the Computer.. :: Young: Can you link the interface with this console.. ::point to a console.. ::

CTO_Derek says:
@::Checks the box too::

CSO_Gol says:
CEO: We'll update them before they leave, the mines might move again before they leave the base.

CEO_Danos says:
CSO: Understood.

EO_Young says:
@ Jexta:  I can certainly try.

MO_Asimov says:
@<Jexta>:Wendy: Sir.. I think that in the main time you could attempt to disarm the mines..

CSO_Gol says:
FCO: Right away.

EO_Young says:
@ ::begins working on the computer's console::

CMOLinard says:
@Young: Relax ensign I'm sure everything will be ok..::unsure of that remark herself, yet concerned for the young man::

Host AGM_John says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause mission>>>>>>>>>>>



